
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 6

Prop. If a subsequence ofa laverly sequence converges to

xCX, Men the whole sequence caverges to x

Proof. ht (Xn):Xbe a Candy sequence
of (xun) a

subsequence thatcourages to sore x-X.

d(xm,x) *d(xx,Xnx) +d(Xnn,x)
I diam 3xx, xRxy, ..., Xup.... 3 +&(xnx, x)
-> 0 +0 as 1-8.

Complete matric spaces. A metric space (x,d) is called complete
if every Canchy sequence

(Xn)& Xhas a limitxEX.

Easy exples, Discrete metric spaces, i.e.
where d(xy)=1

for all xg. These are complete since

every Candy sequence
is eventually constant.

90,1 with the usual metric is not complete
because (left is candy (bears it converges
within [0,1) butdoesn't converge in (,D.



⑰with the usual matric is notcomplete
bens (qu):converging to Z in R,
so (a) is Canchy butdoesn'tconverge
within
fact. 24 h, more formally, the poly-

monial x2-2=0 doesn't have

a roof in (hence &is not

algebraically closed.

Proof. let =I be the reduced form,
then n zund, so i is even, i.e.
n =22, hence Im=402, s0
m" -In2, so in is every so m

=Ti,
s I wasn't reduced.

Thefollowing illustrates how one may we completene
of a larger space to conclude something in the smaller

space.

Prop. In the metric space O with the usual metric,
bounded monotone sequences are candy.



Proof1(using (R). We look at this sequence in IR. Then

by the Monotone Corvegence theorem,
his sequence converges in IR and hence is

causly.
Proof2 (without 11. St (xu)cO be, say, inceasing,
increasing

and suppose it is not Carchy. We'll
show that it's not bounded,

↓o b, be... Not Candy implies HAG238
1.t. Wu, diam (sou, xuty...3)> [
This is because diam(sn, xa+1,...3) is

a decreasing sequence). Then Exa,
3.t.d(50,Xn,) > 2.5 Xuesit.d(xm,Xn)
>9.... thus, d(x0, Xua)=k.5
so (a) is unbed

Characterization of completives (in terms of nonemp intersections.
For a metic space (X,d), TFAE:

decreasing gov-pty(1)(x,isother of closed setsofvanishing diameter,
nG

i.e. diam(n) -0, has a monegly intersection, i.e. 1Cnt.



(3) Every decreasing sequence (Balue of closed balls
of vanishing diameter has a nonempty intersection.

Proof. (21 => (s). Trivial,

() => (2). Given a decreasing reg. ((a) ofclosed
·

X0 she with diam(al-0.
..X, letXuE In (his uses Axion ofchoice).

Ben SXa,Xex1...]? Cn, so dian((x2,Xnxs:)
I dian (n) 50 as as 8, so

(a) is Cancly, hence has a limit xeX.

Sine [xn xn+y:)<Cu alCa is
closed, it has to contain the limit X.

Thus, each In contain X, s0 xtACa.
(2) => (D. Leb (x2) be a Carely sequence.

Let Cm ==3 Xu, xu+,...3, so Ca is closed
of dica (Cal=diam Son, Xuty....3 -O as ne

Thus, 5xc1(n.d(xn,x) = diam ((r) - 0.
(3) => (D). Leb (x2) be a Canely requence. It'senough he

show thatit has a corresent subsequence.
Acceleration trick:choose a subsequence (xur)
sit.diam (xnm, Dune XUR+21:) = 2-k. (Build



his recessively.Withoutloss ofgenerility, we
was

thus assume thatthe original (in) had this

property :diam (Xn,*u+1,..3) =2-".
let By =Ban(Xn). Then Bass =Ba became

if x ( Bat1, then d(x,xu+1) ->2.2-+1)

d(xy,xn+1) =2
- 4

so by the Arineg.
d(x,yu)=2.2-(+1) +2" =2.2-,sxtBn.

counterexamples for diamfa0.
let X: = IN with the discrete metric.

Then all at are closed, as we take

2 ==7n,n+1,n+2....3.diam (Ca)=120,
and (n =0.

Again letX:=IN withthe following retic
d(n,n):=1 +2

- min(y,m) for ntmy
nd(u,n) ==0.

Men BiB,h) =(n,n+1, n+ 2... . .dian (Bu) =
1 2f0daBu =0.

Both of these metics space don't have

montrivial candy sequence, hence are conglete.


